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Key Messages

Pakistan has the potential to become a top real estate 
investment destination due to its high housing demand. 
According to conservative figures, the housing backlog 

Introduction

Housing Societies have gained immense importance 
overtime as they provide shelter to the urban dwellers. 
However, these Societies have to work under the ambit 
of Local Development Authorities, who have a stringent 
regime for granting approvals. Same is the case with 
Capital Development Authority (CDA), which manages 
development of Islamabad in its retrospection with 
the Master Plan. It has divided Islamabad into five 
zones i.e., Zone 1, Zone 2, Zone 3, Zone 4 and Zone 
5, each with an area of 54,958, 9,804, 50,398, 69,814 
and 39,029 acres, respectively. Zone 1-2 are classified 
as Municipal Area and zone 4-5 as rural area, whereas 
zone 3 is reserved forest area. Zone-1 is exclusive to 
CDA for any development activities in accordance to 
the master plan whereas zone 2, 4, and 5 are open 
for private developers, subjected to the preliminary 
approvals from CDA.

Private housing societies make headlines in the news 
from time to time and not for the good reasons 
always. For example, in last 25 years, no completion 
certificate is being issued by CDA, means a person 
who invest his live-long saving in a plot to build 
a house, he won’t be able to get it in at least 25 
years, as is the case of Islamabad. Pakistan Institute 
of Development Economics (PIDE) has organized 
a webinar titled “Paradox of Housing Societies in 
Pakistan” to understand the issue and hurdles faced by 
various stakeholders. The webinar started with a brief 
presentation by Ms. Lubna Hasan, Senior Research 
Economist at PIDE regarding illegal housing societies 
in Islamabad, coauthored with Mr. Aqeel Anwar and 
Mr. Hanzala Jalil. The presentation was followed by a 
discussion on key points with Mr. Farhan Javed, Group 
Director Graana.com and Malik Tariq Hussein, Vice 
President Media Town Islamabad.
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stands at 9 million units, and it is growing at a rate of 
300,000 units per year due to unmet demand.

The real estate market has the potential to be the country’s 
largest growth driver. Glass manufacturing, wood, furniture, 
steel, plastics, paint, electricity cables, cement, electronics, 
and other industries are all directly related to real estate. As 
a result, an increase in construction activity would inevitably 
result in more jobs and economic activity.

Gated Communities

• In recent years there has been a rise in gated 
communities. Typically, a gated community is a set-
up that offers a cohesive social life coupled with 
a quality residential experience. It encompasses 
various independent residential properties 
enclosed within a boundary.

• Gated communities are famous for a safe and 
secure environment, comfort and luxury, good 
management, opportunities for social interaction, 
and higher property values.

Development of Gated Communities & Delivery 
time

• It takes years and years of development in the 
gated community and delivery to the general public. It 
all starts with land and real estate revolves around land.

• The land acquisition process is complex because one 
cannot get land on hard cash. Future contracts are 
associated with land acquisition, and most of the time 
complications are associated with the involvement of 
future contracts and the problem goes into litigation, 
which itself is a complex phenomenon.

• What happens is that whenever a developer launches 
a housing scheme, they never have enough investment 
to buy a large enough tract of land to impress possible 
buyers.

• They go on a marketing campaign in which they 
announce a new housing scheme, often getting celebrity 
endorsement. They offer the public to reserve their 
booking in the new society at a cheaper rate. They will 
get enough capital from these bookings, which enables 
them to purchase the required land for the project. The 
developer always told the initial investors that their plots 
are still in the development stage and will be updated 
once the technical aspects of mapping and zoning are 
figured out. The truth is that the land has not yet been 
purchased by the real estate developer.

• In developed countries, real estate projects are delivered 
in a specified time while in Pakistan it takes decades 
to develop a project. Why is such a period required in 
building such a project? Is it a scam? Is it a tactic of 

cartels for monetary benefits?

• Panelists respond that developers launch a project on 
financial planning and financial planning is based on 
equity and sales proceeds. Buyers do not comply with the 
terms and conditions signed on day one of the project. 
The buyer signs the agreement to sell but in the end, 
they are unable to pay the installments fee. Businesses 
run on planning and anything which maneuvers the 
proposed planning cause damage to the business.

• The real estate industry is largely unregulated, and those 
who engage in frivolous lawsuits face few consequences. 
Real estate-related court proceedings take a long time 
to resolve. People are misinformed, and they heed the 
advice of real estate agents who are inexperienced. 
Oftentimes, worried government officials say that some 
housing societies are illegal years after residents have 
purchased plots and constructed structures.

• It is essential to update the laws. Real estate education 
should include certifications and degrees. Real estate 
cases should be settled quickly, and anyone who engages 
in frivolous lawsuits should be disciplined. To provide 
deterrence, those who have been wronged should be 
compensated by the former. The government’s plans to 
establish special tribunals, as stated above, is a positive 
step, but more is needed to deter property fraud at the 
outset. This can be accomplished by establishing a team 
of lawyers who can screen assets for sale to ensure that 
they are free of any violations or anomalies.

Escrow Account

• The escrow account in our financial system ensures 
that funds that are collected for development purposes 
should be used for that particular purpose. The common 
practice observed in Pakistan, that whenever massive 
funds are collected from the general public in the name 
of real estate development their focus starts to shift 
to other activities, in short, they are used for personal 
gains. Moreover, the complex and lengthy procedure of 
the court system provides a kind of facilitation to cartels 
to deceive the general public funds.

• We have the demand out there, we have the spaces out 
there, but the people who seem to be delivering the 
solution are not the one exactly the ones who should 
be doing it.

• FBR’s stringent regulations on banking transactions for 
non-filers, high property tax charges, deter investors 
from putting their money into the market, due to the 
lack of incentives for investors, a prohibition on non-
filers for purchasing a property value over $5 million 
without registering in the Federal Board Revenue (FBR).

Conclusion: There is no doubt the real estate sector can play 
a game-changer role in boosting Pakistan’s economy, but 
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